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Recombinant human growth hormone (GH) has been
available now for almost 30 years to use as replacement
therapy in children and adults suffering from GH deficiency
(GHD). One of the early recognized targets for the bene-
ficial effects of GH replacement therapy was the cardio-
vascular system. GHD affects the cardiovascular system on
many levels. Lack of GH results in direct effects on the
heart including decreased ventricular mass and cardiac
output, reduced exercise capacity and impairment of both
diastolic and systolic function (for review see [1]).

In addition to this direct impact of GHD on the heart,
some studies suggest increased peripheral resistance (the
resistance influenced by blood pressure and cardiac output
which must be overcome to push blood through the circu-
latory system to create flow) due to low levels of GH
although results are conflicting [1]. Possible mechanisms
include decreased nitric oxide production [2] or decreased
expression of vascular smooth muscle KATP channel [3].
Moreover, a number of cardiovascular risk factors have
been identified in patients lacking GH. Most established
findings include insulin resistance [4, 5], unfavourable
changes in serum lipid pattern with increased serum low-
density lipoprotein-cholesterol concentration [6], decreased
fibrinolysis [7], augmented sympathetic nervous activity
[8], and negative effects on body composition. Replacement

therapy with GH to GHD patients tends to correct most of
these aberrations in cardiovascular function [9].

The new study by Boschetti has addressed if coronary
flow reserve (CFR) is affected in GHD patients in fairly
early stages of the disease [10]. This is novel and interesting
since CFR is considered to be an early marker of impaired
myocardial microcirculation that may be present before
manifest atherosclerosis and stenosis. Data from Boschetti
and collaborators show that CFR is significantly decreased
in 14 GHD patients compared to matched controls. More-
over, 12 months of GH replacement therapy to GHD
patients normalizes CFR and also improves diastolic func-
tion. A limitation of the study is obviously the small number
of patients and the clinical significance of the findings since
both CFR and E/A (the studied echocardiographical marker
for diastolic function) were both within the lower normal
range. Moreover, it is not clear from the present findings if
the improvement in CFR is the result of direct effects of GH
and/or IGF-I on the heart or secondary to improvement in
blood lipid status. However, if CFR can be confirmed to be
decreased in other studies, it can potentially be an important
early marker for GHD patients who are at increased risk to
develop cardiovascular disease.
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